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What is a road wall?

Tähän hangup kuva ja tarina tai taka sivulle

  Crazy RoadWalls
Road wall isn’t proper English (yet) but it was the inspiration for 
Finnish slang word rotvalli meaning curb. The following catalog 
introduces our various crazy shapes – thus the name. 

Durability
World needs more durable curbs for skateboarders. Our curbs have 
performed well and survived our first season perfectly.

Modularity
Our products are like Lego blocks. We make the blocks you make 
the design. If the budget is tight – buy some now and expand later.

Design
We designed the curbs so that they would serve as many skaters 
as possible. We made the other side mellower for easier access  
while the steep side serves more experienced skaters.

Community building
Skateboard scene stays creative because of the active 
community! It’s our turn to give back. We believe that the most 
interesting and creative result follows co-operation.

Akaa, Finland
Is the place where the magic happens.

What Why Where ?
 Jerry       
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        Custom lengths by request

#1 The Straight Block

STRAIGHTS

Lauri  Tä ht Kusti ,  bs  feeble,  Ta ll inn

2 m

BONUS

Our flagship 

Long straight curb           

  Simple yet beautiful                      
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Relax
Gentle enough to be placed 
one after another to form long inner curve

CURVES

Snakes
for the win!
Combine with inner curves

Don’t end up in a

Circle

#3 Outer Curve

Curves unlock 
a new dimension for the curb 
game!
 

Mellow side
running on the inner side

#2 Inner Curve

#4 Loose Inner Curve
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FOLDSSharp
change of the direction!

Unique
hip twister for those
up for a challenge!

        Change of sides!
The mellow and steep sides change 

BONUS
#7 Transform

#5 Inner fold

#6 ZigZag

 Jerry       6 Eero Purje, bs blunt slide, Tampere 



SRAILS

We help planning your project 

  with 3D models

BONUS

Concrete rail

with steep sides

#8 Slappy rail

Get up
on the slappy rail

without an unnecessary jum

#10 Low to high

Oskari     

Quick
to the slappy rail

#9 Polejam

bonk

CRW Europe Tour,  Katowice7



Ready for the

TAKE OFF

FUNKY

Pure fun
and treasures for everyone.

#11 Rainbow

#12 Kicker

Ta l l inn8



MISC

Imagination       
is the only limit when placing this curb.

One vertical and one mellow side    

#13 Vertical

We add handles by default for
easier lifting and rain water control

BONUS

9 CRW Europe Tour,  Maribor



CUSTOM

Shapes & Colors

Solutions

designs

10Oskari    CRW Europe To ur,  Kraków



Ask for more details for your project needs!

REDI skatepark, Helsinki

How can one get dem slappys?

Need them
delivered?

2. We deliver world wide

1. Choose some

 Yes

No Ok cool
enjoy!

Need them
delivered?

Need help
Installing 

them?

 Yes

3. We offer installation service and provide installation instructions 

No

Redi  skatepark,  He ls inki
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NO GAP!

Custom colors

Easy Access

FuNkY 

Contact info 



info@crazyroadwalls.com
+358 503567211

Contact Us

@crazyroadwallshttps://crazyroadwalls.com/
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